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Abstract 

It is undeniable and regrettable that Nigeria has colossally failed in the provision of security for 

her teeming masses, which ipso facto, is the most essential condiment of statehood. Myriad of 

reasons have been identified as being responsible for the poor security system of Nigeria, whereas 

several policies have fashioned to stem this ugly tide. Nonetheless, Nigerian national security 

continues to remain porous and crisis- prone. The panacea to the lingering national security 

palaver has remained the topmost priority of the country. Thus, this study whilst not ignoring the 

salience of the several factors explicating Nigeria’s security problems, interrogates the character 

of the leadership class as a crucial but often neglected source of insecurity to the country. The 

paper contends that the lack of class-consciousness amongst Nigerians and the exploitative 

proclivities of the compradorial ruling-class are the root causes of insecurity in the country. The 

study suggests some policy-options for remedying the security imbroglio in the country. 

Key Words:  National Security, Federalism, Class-Consciousness, Marxism, Neo-Marxism, 

Security Sector Reform. 
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Introduction 

  There is no state that takes security matters for granted. Every system of the economy 

rests on the hinges of the security sector; it is the protective sector of all other sectors, in that man 

must be secure before he thinks about food, clothing and shelter. The Nigerian state has had a 

chequered history but it is generally understood that the country is deficient in the provision of 

basic security for her teeming masses. Aja Akpuru- Aja sees the problem as partly arising due to 

the strategic ignorance of conceiving security only in terms of military threats. Aja avers that “this 

is a common mistake people make to think that security is equated to the barrel of the gun. There is 

security in bread. There is security in social harmony, there is, yet security in good health and even 

understanding political order"(Aja, 1999: 31). 

  The salience of security in human societies cannot, therefore be gainsaid. In fact, it is not 

far from the truth to posit that the origin of state lies in the search for security of mankind. Even 

though the origin of the state has been a matter of speculations and a controversial discourse, 

majority of scholars viz. philosophers, historians and political scientists appear to subscribe to the 

social contract theory.  The social contract theory in itself is nothing other than a contractual 

agreement between the governed and the government for the provision of security for the former 

and the enjoyment of power by the later. Thus, from Plato to Aristotle, Hobbes to John Lock, 

Benedict Spinoza to Thomas Aquinas, Roseau to Jean Bodin, Montesqeue to Kant, the idea of a 

social contract reigns supreme (Nwoko, 1999:69) 

  Thomas Hobbes’ account of the origin of the state provides us with an ample analytic 

leverage to see how security issues have morphed to result in the creation of political institutions 

hence, the state. In his Leviathan, Thomas Hobbes paints a vivid picture of how life was before the 

state was contrived and how the same was ended by means of a social contract. According to him, 

the people in the state of nature were selfish and self- seeking; their actions were dictated by self- 

interest. The motive of gain and the wish to satisfy all appetites and desires were behind all human 

actions. Hobbes avers that in the state of nature all men were equal, self- seeking and rapacious. 

The state of nature was a state of war, a war of every one against everyone (bellum omnium contra 

omnes); a state of continual fear. “The life of man was solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short” 

(Hobbes, 1962:99). There was the constant danger of violent death; there was fear, suspicion and 

distrust among people. Housewives locked their chests even from their own children and human 
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beings went out armed. Hobbes, consequently discovered the three principles of quarrel in the state 

of nature - firstly, competition, secondly, diffidence, and thirdly, glory. “The first makes man 

invade for gain, the second for safety and the third for reputation”. Thomas Hobbes maintains that 

“during the time men lived without common power to keep them in awe, they are in that condition; 

there is no place for industry, no culture, no navigation, no commodious building, no society” 

(Hobbes, 1962: 100).  We can see that in this Hobessian state of nature, there was no law, no 

justice and fairness, as these are all trappings of a state; only insecurity loomed large and reigned 

supreme. There was no distinction between right and wrong, might was the only right. The 

accepted slogan was: “kill who you can, take what you can”. Hobbes notes that man wanted peace 

but the only law was those of prudency and expediency which demanded that everybody should 

strive and aim at providing his own security. 

The state of nature according to Hobbes was ended by the people entering into a covenant for 

security. Every man said to the other man:  

I authorize and give up my right of governing myself to this man or this 

assembly of men on this condition that thou give up thy right to him and 

authorize all his actions in like manner. This done, the multitude so 

united… is called the commonwealth (Hobbes, 1962:99). 

  Having seen the criticality of security to the survivability of the state, we submit that 

Nigerian national security is more eroded by the tendency among Nigerian decision-makers to 

restrict national security to external threats alone. This has had serious implications for the country. 

In any case, myriad of cases have revealed how dangerous and intractable internal security threats 

could be. The Niger-Delta insurgency and the deleterious activities of the Boko Haram group are 

apt cases in point. 

  Interestingly and unfortunately, since 1999, especially, with the ushering-in of a  new 

democratic ethos on 29th May, 1999, and the attendant emergence of many hitherto suppressed 

‘interest groups’, including  armed hoodlums, the fragile security system of the Nigerian state 

became increasingly assailed and therefore very porous. Recall that even though the military 

government maintained a choke-hold on political power, clamping down on opposition political 

movements and civil groups; they were however, decisive in handling the menace of armed 

robbery via deterrent measures like the ‘fixing squads etc.  

  The kid-glove approach and the cumbersome methods of making laws to replace the 

military decrees in the new democratic era, gave the men of the underworld a leeway to unleash 
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their terror on Nigerians and these have included: sophisticated robberies, kidnappings, sea piracy 

and unmitigated bombings. The recent systemic counter-value attacks against the country and other 

forms of terrorist assault and international disparagement by the Boko Haram group have clearly 

shown that insecurity is the Achilles heels of the Nigerian federation. Hence, the search for a 

panacea has not only been left to the synergy of scholars, the intelligentsias and the Government, 

market men and women have also become interested in proffering solutions to the menace. As 

noted earlier, a plethora of reasons have been adduced as being responsible for the poor security 

system of Nigeria, and these reasons have included those bordering on imperialism and 

underdevelopment, dysfunctional and unprofessional security operators, and the disarticulated 

nature of Nigerian strategic contrivances. Whilst not ignoring the salience of the above-mentioned 

factors in explicating Nigeria’s security problems, the crux of this study is on the interrogation of 

the character of the country’s ruling class as a crucial but often neglected source of insecurity to the 

country. For ease and convenience, the paper is divided into five sections. The introduction is 

preceded by conceptual and theoretical issues. The third section essays into the roots of the security 

crises in Nigeria. The penultimate section interrogates the character of the country’s ruling class. 

Whilst the study is concluded in the fifth section which also adduces some recommendations. 

Conceptual Clarifications 

Security 

  Security can be viewed from many perspectives and prisms but no single definition can 

lay claim to universality and perfection. More so, security-related issues have become so clichéd 

that anyone with a slender consciousness about it can set himself up as an authority with a royal 

commission to pontificate on its variegated ramifications and purviews. In any case, the common 

element to all definitions of security is that of protection against threats (Akinyeye, 2001).  

  A cursory glance at some conceptualizations of security reveals their acute state - 

centrism. This understanding of security has been one of the greatest banes in the fight against 

insecurity; whether at the sub-national, national or international domains. Du-Pisani (2001) notes 

that, this has been so largely because of the predominance of the realist theorists in field of 

Strategic Studies and International Relations. This realist approach to security is perhaps better 

buttressed by Tickner (1975: 176) when she observed that “to a realist, security is conceptually 

synonymous to the security of the state against external dangers which is to be achieved by 

increasing military capabilities”. She further argued succinctly that one of the greatest causes of 

insecurity in the world inheres from our lack of agreement as to what security itself entails 

(Tickner, 1975). This becomes even truer when we notice that security has been underscored from 
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a plethora of angles and perspectives yet no single definition has laid claim to general acceptability 

and perfection. The only uniformity is the tacit understanding that security must entail “the 

protection from threats”. This may be why Akinyeye (2001:17) elects to see security as “the 

protection of the interests and values of a state or a nation against threats”. One is therefore left to 

ponder the kind of threat meant by Akinyeye. 

Handreder and Buel (2000:3) believe that security must aim “to protect a nation against all types of 

external aggression, annoyance, espionage, hostile reconnaissance, sabotage, subversion and all 

forms of inimical influences”. For Damus (1977:13) security must involve “the prevention of 

property damage, injury, loss of lives caused by military means as well as limitation of damage, 

casualty and death in the event of war”. We argue that the avowals of Akinyemi (2001), Handreder 

and Buel (2000), and Damus (1977) must be considered too narrowly conceived to serve any 

analytic purposes. Handreder and Buel (2000), however, failed by restricting security to external 

threats alone; it is clear and has been demonstrated that threats to a nation can come from the 

nation itself (as the activities of the Boko Haram group has lucidly showcased). Again in 

conceptualizing security as having to do with war only, Damus (1977) neglected to factor non-

military threats and ecological disasters which are no less devastating than wars.  

  Mcnamara (1968:18) appears to be nearer to the point when he opines that the “security 

of a nation or entity lies not solely or even primarily on its military preparedness but also in 

developing relatively stable patterns of economic development and political growth at home and 

abroad”. Hence, Enuka (2010:60) asserts that “the objective of security is protection. But certainly, 

the term is more than being protected from military attacks. It encompasses the whole domain and 

gamut of human life and, therefore, should be defined in broad and general terms”. 

  It is now generally understood that for security to be meaningful, it must be 

anthromorphocentric, which is, concerned with humans. Thus, amongst the different taxonomies of 

security, human security is considered very crucial. We need not, therefore, to belabour the fact 

that insecurity which is the direct opposite of security impinges on the development of societies, 

especially the third world of which Nigeria unfortunately is a member. In this way, this study 

elects to see security as the removal and protection of citizens from threats both internal and 

external and other encumbrances that impinge and jeopardize their lives. 
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Federalism 

  Federalism needs no introduction to scholars in the social sciences and Humanities. 

However, a little conceptualization of its nature and typologies will be relevant. Federalism is that 

structure of government in which exercise of governmental functions are shared between the 

central government and the federating units. It is used to describe the system of governance in a 

country whereby the exercise of governmental power is shared through constitutional provisions, 

among different levels of co-ordinate governments. The doyen of federalism, Wheare (1963) 

defines federalism as the method of dividing governmental powers between central and regional 

governments such that each is within a sphere, coordinate and independent. 

Tamuno’s conceptualization is, however, crucial to an understanding of federalism in Nigeria. In 

his words:  

Federalism … is that form of government where the component units of a 

political organization participate in sharing powers and functions in a 

cooperative manner though the combined forces of ethnic pluralism and 

cultural diversity among others tend to pull their people apart (Tamuno, 

1998:13). 

We make quick to add that there is no country that practices the ideal federalism. 

Indeed, no country has been able to domesticate all the federal principles in their traditional 

definition. It is generally understood that federal states vary from one country to another. 

Elaigwu (2004:8) agrees that there is no ideal model of federalism. According to him, “the 

particular political colouring that a country’s federal government takes is often reflective of its 

historical experiences, its political, cultural, social, and economic environment and the 

disposition of its people at a particular point in time.” The Justice Ranjit Sarkaria of India 

succinctly drove home the point when he observed that “the classical concept of federation which 

envisaged two parallel governments of coordinate jurisdiction, operating in isolation from each 

other in watertight compartments, is nowhere a functional reality now”( as quoted in Elaigwu, 

2004:8) 

Theoretical   Framework: Marxism and Neo- Marxism 

The Marxist theory derives from Karl Marx and Fredrick Engel’s ruminations on human 

societies. Marx taxonomized human societies into two contending classes - the exploiters and 

exploited. He asserted that the history of all hitherto existing societies is the history of class 

struggles (Marx and Engels, 1965). According to Marx, this class struggle is based on nothing 

other than the quest for control of material conditions - what Marx called Dialectical Materialism. 

Thus, Marx writes that: 
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In the earlier epochs, the freeman and slave, patrician and plebian, lord and 

serf, guild-master and journey man, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, 

stood in constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, 

now hidden, now open fight, a fight that each time ended in a 

revolutionary reconstitution of society or in the common ruination of the 

contending classes (Marx and Engels, 1965:33). 

                 Marx contended that in our own epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, human society has 

split into two great, hostile classes, directly facing each other - the bourgeoisie and proletariat. The 

bourgeoisie being those who control the means of production and directly engaging labour of the 

proletariat who cannot afford the capital required to set-up industries. (Note that the bourgeoisie 

must not be construed to mean businessmen alone, it includes all those that gain in the parasitic and 

asymmetrical relationship in any capitalist ethos). Marx and Engels, (1965:35) put the point 

clearer:  

The bourgeoisie has at last, since the establishment of modern industry and 

world market, conquered for itself, in the modern representative state, 

exclusive political sway. The executive of the modern state is but a 

committee for managing the entire affairs of the bourgeoisie (Emphasis 

ours). 

                    What is more, the Marxist theory centers on the repudiation of the injustices inherent 

in the capitalist system. This is because the capitalist seeks to continue the exploitative relationship 

without any modification. Marx therefore admonishes the proletariat to be conscious of their 

relegated position and support the ideology that aims to reverse the trend. The centrality of the 

Marxist theory is that the parasitic relationship between the bourgeois and the proletariat can be 

ended only through a forceful over-throw of the existing social conditions of production. The 

proletariats according to Marx have nothing to lose but their chains. Marx charges working men of 

all countries to unite. 

Neo-Marxism  

            Neo- Marxism is a term that is used to describe the various adaptations and usages of 

Marx’s ideas. It has transposed into a sub-set of the Marxist paradigm. Indeed, Marx was a great 

theorist and like all great theorists, some theoretical errors are bound to surface when their theories 

are married to practical obtainability. Neo-Marxists, therefore, try to sieve some practical 

inconsistencies out of Marxism. V.I Lenin appears to be central in this count. For example, Marx 

had averred that the communistic revolution would occur spontaneously in the country that has the 

highest contradictions of capitalism, (by which he had Germany in mind). In practice, Lenin 

proved that the idea of a spontaneous revolution was fallacious. He stressed that if left on their 
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own, the proletariat would develop trade union consciousness, thereby pressing for reforms rather 

that a revolution. Lenin thus incorporated the idea of a professional revolutionary vanguard into 

Marxism (Odife, 2007). Karl Marx was also of the view that a bourgeois revolution would precede 

the proletariat revolution that is to say that, the bourgeois would first revolt among themselves 

before the proletariat would now harp on the spark to launch their own attack. However, in the 

light of the Russian experience, Lenin showed that the idea of two revolutions was impractical. For 

one, the bourgeoisie know how to appease themselves. Moreover, the idea of a bourgeois 

revolution was ahistorical and strategically quixotic. 

               Other notable neo-Marxists include: Immanuel Wallerstein, Dos Santos, Andre Gunder 

Frank, Timberger Elen Kay, Kwame Nkrumah, Daniel Offiong, Okwudiba Nnoli, etc. The 

importance of these adaptations of Marxism, as stressed by Lenin (1961), is that Marxism is not a 

body of static doctrines but a body of suggestive ideas to be used in assessing concrete situations 

and to be modified in its application. 

              The salience of this theoretical construct in interrogating the character of Nigeria’s 

leadership class cannot be over-emphasized. Firstly, it shows that the pathologies in the Nigerian 

state must be seen as arising from the inequities between the exploitative ruling-class and the so-

called resilient/ docile citizenry. Secondly, Marxism affords us the opportunity to appraise the 

problems within the trajectories of class-struggle. Finally, the construct imbues us with a practical 

ideology which if properly applied, can be helpful in the re-alignment of the Nigerian state. 

National Security Crises in Nigeria: Antecedents and Features 

Security as we observed is of great concern to all human societies. This is so because security is 

paramount and impinges on the survival of every human society. According to Imobighe, 

(2001:41), “without security, individuals within a state will find it hard to engage in productive 

activities’’. Similarly, without security, a state is bound to experience great difficulty in harnessing 

its human and material resources towards the meaningful development and the promotion of the 

general well-being of the people.  

Security ipso facto is indispensable for states, for its absence means the demise of the state 

concerned. Thus, a high premium is always placed on the strategy through which states enhance 

and guarantee their national security. As Akpuru- Aja (1999:51) has noted that “a state that is 

indifferent to strategic thinking and thought enhances its chances of weakness, decadence and 

vulnerability’’. 
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As stated earlier in this paper, many scholars, especially, those from the Marxist school blame the 

problems of the third world, (in which Nigeria unfortunately finds itself) on their over-stretched 

dependence on Western countries, it goes without saying that most third world countries, especially 

those of Africa extraction, have their military and other actors in national security decision-making 

apparatuses trained in these metropolitan states. Eze (2002:11) observes that: 

... in training of officers, it has been that of total dependence on Britain 

and America (in that these officers are trained) at the British Royal 

Military Academy at Sandhurst, the Mons Officer Cadet School at 

Aldershot and Eaton Hall, near Chester and the American equivalent, the 

‘West Point. 

Since these officers received a dependent education which was biased in favour of the western 

imperialist countries, we can scarcely expect them to make strong unfettered security policies 

which run contrary to the interests of their neo-colonial overlords, since the servant is never greater 

than his master. Eze (2002:11) argues further that: 

Like their civilian counterparts, the world- view of the military leaders was 

on liberal academics rather than vocational and technical 

educational...thus, the emphasis on administrative responsibility rather 

than technical skills and proficiency. This ensured the continued 

dependence on Britain and other western powers for military technology 

and equipment. 

This dangerous world-view found expression in Ironsi’s command of the United Nations operation 

in the Congo.  Ironsi on his appointment to head the U.N peace-keeping Force in the Congo, 

instead of using tact to maintain and preserve national security in the country shamefully allowed 

the assassination of a fellow African and Prime Minister of the Congo via the imperialistic designs 

of the West through the complicity of the American CIA.   

At the level of pure military intelligence i.e. intelligence gathering, espionage and threat analysis, 

Nigeria’s national security is rendered porous by the inordinate fondness of contriving the security 

systems in line with the structure and organogram of the U.S and Britain.  The so-called 

intelligence sharing encourages dependency. To buttress this point, with a recent example, if 

Britain were to be complicit in the bombing of the Louis Edet House, Headquarters of the Nigerian 

police, will the so- called experts who arrived from Scotland Yard to investigate the incidence 

work to reveal the complicity of Britain? 

What is more, at the grand strategic level, advanced countries also deploy non-military weapons to 

invent situations which create national security porosity in the third world.  Grand strategy taken to 
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mean the ‘’art and science of optimally utilising all available national resources to protect and 

project national interests’’ has often actuated the use of economic dynamos, especially, sponsored 

and projected through the connivance of the Bretton Wood Institutions, via foreign aid, portfolio 

investments and foreign direct investment (FDI) through the Multi-National Corporations (MNCS) 

and Transnational Corporations (TNCS).  

Man according to Hobbes is evil, full of the desire to dominate; and thus using the Hobessian 

template, the argument has been made that the Nigerian ruling class do not care if the country’s 

national security is porous in as much as their regime security is guaranteed. Sometimes, they even 

create and/or widen the porosity to ensure their continued relevance (Imobighe, 2001). Other 

factors that have continued to negatively impact on Nigeria’s security include: ethnicity, 

unemployment, corruption, conflict between security agencies, lopsided fiscal federalism and 

religious jingoism etc. 

Whilst not relegating the above factors, we beg to submit that most importantly; the lack of class- 

consciousness among the Nigerian masses who suffer the brunt of the insecurity arising from the 

porosity in the security systems is the reason why this has persisted for so long. We shall come to 

this point shortly. Suffice it to say that had the Nigerian people learnt to hold their ruling class 

accountable for their actions and inactions via the instrumentality of a class-uniting ideology, these 

problems of insecurity would have long been brought to a manageable extent, if not effaced.  

Insecurity in Nigeria: An Interrogation of the Character of the National Leadership 

Insecurity has been with Nigeria since independence and the threats to the peace and security of 

Nigeria range from low level civil disorder, large scale violence, and even armed insurgencies. 

Threats to Nigerian security have variously been directed against the citizens and sometimes 

against the strategic organs of the state or basic state infrastructure. This may range from petty 

crime, seriously organized crime, political unrest, domestic terrorism, kidnapping and armed 

robbery, inter and intra community conflicts, etc. 

Recall that the social contract theories on the origin of state postulated that state was created as a 

result of the need to provide security (Hobbes, 1963). Thus, whether a federal, confederal, unitary, 

or a monarchy, the basic responsibility of a state is the protection of security and welfare of the 

citizens. The 1999 Constitution of Nigeria recognizes this when it provides in section (14) (2) (b) 

that “the security and the welfare of the people shall be the primary purpose of government”. 
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If, indeed, “sovereignty belongs to the people”; and “the security and welfare of the people is the 

primary purpose of government” and it is the duty and responsibility of all organs of government 

and of all authorities to observe and execute these tantalizing provisions, one can only wonder why 

there is prevalence of insecurity; why thousands of Nigerians lose their lives on weekly basis. It is 

thus, unarguable that the inability of the government to provide security for the citizens is 

responsible for the porosity of security in the country. Adejumo (2011:11) could not have been far 

from the truth when he averred that: 

More lives are lost through road crashes (call it transport insecurity, if you 

want); diseases which could have been prevented if not for lack of 

commitment and care by our various governments (this can be called 

health care insecurity); infant mortality; ignorance, illiteracy and poverty. I 

will indict successive governments for causing so many deaths of 

Nigerians, directly and indirectly... 

It only remains to be said that the governments of Nigeria by their actions and inactions have 

constituted themselves into a veritable source of insecurity to the bulk of Nigerian citizens. This 

position is not without academic and empirical back up. In any case, what the Nigerian political 

leadership has perfected is the ability to word-up promises in powerful phraseologies. Hence, in the 

late Umaru Yar’adua’s seven point agenda, the proposed security agenda reads: “Government 

recognizes that an unfriendly security climate precludes both external and internal investments into 

the nation. Thus, security will be seen as not only a constitutional requirement but also as a 

necessary infrastructure for the development of a modern Nigerian economy”. As usual, the seven 

point agenda vis a vis the proposed security sector reform ended in platitudes.     

An examination of the political economy of the country’s federal system reveals that the Nigerian 

federalism has become a huge structural and systematic device, in which the ruling-classes are 

ferociously entangled in a desperate struggle and competition over national resources. In this 

deadly contest, the citizens are always at the receiving end. The (s) elected ruling-elites do not give 

a care for the welfare of the people as they are ever horn-locked in the appropriation of the 

resources of the state. In line with the on-going, Jega (1996: 95) asserts that:  

Federalism has become the structural context for class struggle and 

competition between factions of the ruling-classes, of diverse nationalities, 

that comprise the Nigerian socio-economic formations. Its center is the 

apex around which power revolves and for the control of which struggles 

ensue, sentiments are mobilized, and conflicts arise, myths and ‘fairy 

tales’… are the essential ingredients liberally sprinkled to nourish 

otherwise hollow rationalizations meant to mask the real nature of the 
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conflicts and the struggles that characterize the quest for power at the 

federal level. 

What this means is that the political economy of Nigeria’s federalism rests on the interface of the 

contradictions in the material conditions in Nigeria and in the struggles of the social classes (Obi, 

2005). Obi puts the argument straighter: 

What the fore-going brings out is that Nigerian federalism is immersed in 

a crisis tied to its structural contradictions and the power relations as they 

are defined by oil-based accumulation and the monopolization of oil 

power, and the inequities, oppression, and violations that pervade the 

political system (Obi, 2005:192). 

Those who do not factor the class struggle or the dialectical composition of the Nigeria’s 

federalism have variously called for a political restructuring of the Nigerian federal set-up. While 

we do not oppose any restructuring of the country’s federal system which is in fact long overdue, 

since federalism is dynamic and not static (Amuwo and Herault, 1998; Olufemi, 2005; Awa, 1973), 

we beg to submit that the problem is not so much occasioned by the ‘unworkability’of Nigeria’s 

federalism but the inability of the exploited class to create and sustain a class-consciousness which 

existentially creates praxis between the exploiters and the exploited. 

The truth is that the history of leadership in Nigeria has been prebendal and lugubrious. Achebe 

(1983:10) has aptly remarked that “Nigeria’s problem is the unwillingness and the inability of its 

leaders to rise to the responsibility and challenge of personal example, which are the hallmark of 

true leadership”. He further asserts that “Nigerians are what they are only because their leaders are 

not what they should be” (Achebe, 1983:10). 

Most times, ethnicity which has been noted to be the most dangerous obstacle to Nigerian unity, 

(Ugwuja, 2011; Okonjo, 1973; Otah, 2007), is often sponsored by this rent-seeking ruling-class to 

generate group solidarity which ensures their continued political preeminence. Those who lose out 

of this power game in the accumulation process, also whip up ‘fairy tales’ and ‘reactionary 

ethnicity’ to cultivate group solidarity so as to prop up and strengthen their contest for hegemony 

(Jega, 1996). Accordingly, Kukah (2000:14) maintains that “the political class has defined 

democracy around their pecuniary interests. Democracy has been to them a tune to look after their 

selfish interests, granting all manners of allowances to themselves”.  Jega (1996: 97), summarizes  

the argument when he submits that “ what can be correctly said is that all poor Nigerians are 

‘catching hell’  and becoming poorer while the Nigerian ruling classes are growing richer and fatter 

on their labour and national resources”. 
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We argue, therefore, that whether Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba, Ibibio, Efik, Ijaw, Igala, Tiv, Idoma, 

Baruba, Fulani etc, the interests of the Nigerian ruling-class are one. Ethnicity and all sectional 

contrivances are a ruse to hoodwink the toiling masses of Nigeria against forming a formidable 

union against these natural injustices which appear more deleterious to the country’s security 

sector. In line with this, Ugwuja (2011) maintains that the miasma of insecurity is embedded in the 

socio-political structure of the Nigerian state. We, therefore, agree with Imobighe (2001:41) that 

the Nigerian state needs a reconstitution. This is because according to him, 

Most African leaders have substituted their individual interests for those of 

their states, when they talk about national security; they are actually 

talking about their individual security as well as those of their families and 

close associates. It is this distortion of African security, by which the focus 

is almost exclusively on regime survival that is responsible for the lack of 

adequate coverage of the interests of the generality of the African peoples 

in the continent’s security permutation… (Imobighe, 2001:41). 

Ekpoh and Omoweh (2001:106) put it better when they held that:  

 It is important to begin by rethinking the African state. In doing this, the 

concerns will be to redesign the concept, ideals, politics and functions of 

the state. African people, African elite, and the current state managers 

should all decide and agree on the conception of the state, its structure and 

functions. That way, the people will be empowered to be part and parcel of 

the state structure instead of alienating them from the state. 

Ake (1996:3) appears to have supplied the historical impetus for re-creating the African state. He 

argues that: 

Although political independence brought some change to the composition 

of the state managers, the character remained much the same as it was in 

the colonial era. It continued to be totalistic in scope, constituting a statist 

economy. It represented itself as an apparatus of violence, and a narrow 

social base, and relied for compliance on coercion rather than authority… 

The tendency to reproduce the past was reinforced by the dispositions of 

the dominant social forces in the postcolonial era. None of them had any 

serious interest in transformation… 

Thus, Bathily (1999:44) succinctly opines that the new ruling class which emerged from the 

colonial era constitutes the principal obstacle to quantitative change in Africa. Accordingly 

Bathily, posits that “no development can be foreseen as long as this class holds the hegemonic 

position in society. By its very nature this class is parasitic properly speaking, this class does not 

accumulate but they hoard”. 
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It, therefore, behooves the masses of Nigeria to develop class-consciousness in order to remove 

this heavy yoke that has been thrust upon them by their compradorial ruling-class. Sadly, the 

academia that should have formed a formidable revolutionary vanguard for liberation of the 

country appears to have mastered only the art of wagging tongues without any corresponding 

activism. Thus, the security system of the country continues to be porous. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

We have seen that the political economy of Nigeria’s federalism hinges on a continuous struggle 

by Nigeria’s ruling-class to expand the horizon and bases of their primitive capital accumulation by 

using what has been referred to by Nnoli (1980) as ‘reactionary ethnicity’. The political economy 

of Nigeria’s federalism hence, reveals the dynamics of using primordial sentiments for the 

ossification of exploitation by a national bourgeoisie. 

In their Hobessian struggle for personal and group accumulation of the country’s national 

resources, Nigeria’s ruling elites have masked their exploitative tendencies by often creating 

artificial problems which continue to assail in no small measures the security of the country. It has 

been suggested that the two most dangerous threats to the country in recent times - the proliferation 

of armed militias in the Niger Delta and the Boko Haram terrorist groups could be political 

creations contrived to either revenge abysmal failure in the primitive accumulation process, 

otherwise called elections or to ensure victory. Other problems that are used by the ruling-class to 

maintain the status quo include: religious jingoism, and political patronage. 

In this way, we agree with Mustapha (1986:83) that since this National Question is materially and 

class based, its resolution would only be made possible in the context of a fundamental and radical 

revolution. Again, Jega (1996:101) admits that “given this situation, it is suggested that a 

permanent solution to both the crises of federalism and the national question would require 

fundamental revolutionary changes in Nigeria”. Jega, however, wonders whether there could be an 

interim measure before that radical and fundamental revolution comes about? Or a starting point in 

the process of a final and total resolution? 

It would seem to some radicals and revolutionaries that there is none 

except in the sense of rallying and conscientizing the oppressed and 

exploited class in a class war against their oppressors. But there is in the 

present context, a good starting point. It is essentially in promoting and 

defending equity and social justice, in the framework of constitutionalism 

and the rule of law, as well as, responsible, and accountable leadership 

through democratic struggles in a popular democratic context. (Jega, 

1996:101). 
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We agree with Jega to the extent that Marxism recognizes that “change is not so much the 

replacement of the old by the new but a  struggle between old and new from which emerges 

something combining the features of both” (Odife, 2007:8). 

Based on the foregoing, we, therefore, recommend and advocate the need for a nucleus of 

professional revolutionaries, absolutely dedicated to uprooting exploitation and injustices in 

Nigeria; whose main function would be to conscientise Nigerian masses against these evils. Their 

work would also be to demystify the myths and fairy tales erected by the ruling class to keep the 

people in perpetual control. Regrettably, the academia that should have championed this course 

appears to be only paper-tigers. They seem not to be fully conscious of their obligations to the 

larger society (Igun, 2008:vi). There is the need for a concerted effort among professional 

revolutionaries to beat revolutionary ideas into Nigerian masses. 

Apart from this, there is a dire need to enact a popular and acceptable constitution to replace the 

militocratic instrument made in 1999 by the military and its civilian associates. The stress should 

be on making a constitution that addresses the lopsided federal system in Nigeria, a constitution 

that places enough premiums on the security of the citizenry, a constitution that limits the 

accumulation leverage of the ruling class. We recognize that the ruling-class would struggle to 

maintain the status quo and their exploitative powers and privileges intact. In tandem with the on-

going, Emerole (2006:19) asserted that: 

This situation therefore calls for civil society uprising and revolutionary 

movement by the oppressed class; for it is only the oppressed class that 

can champion a revolution that can change the status quo; and not the 

evolutionary and diplomatic maneuvers sustained by the comprador class, 

as seen today in government reforms and vain promises of the legislature- 

all is aimed at deceiving the oppressed into believing that peace is what we 

need and not justice. After all, a peaceful people are those who accept the 

injustices of the oppressor class. 

We believe that development and sustenance of class-consciousness among Nigerian masses would 

help to obliterate any obstacle mounted by the ruling-class. Jega (1996)   admits that it may not be 

easy, but it is possible. 
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